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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate, firstly, how the Shiite political 

discourse appeared in the city of Kufa and in the land of Karbala during 

the era of the first three Imams of Shi�a and, secondly, how, after that, a 

new knowledge-based discourse emerged in Medina and it could, relying 

on theoretical potential of the two disciplines of theology and jurisprudence, 

promote the Shi'a "religious identity" and its "group stability". Finally, in 

the conclusion, a chain of constructive relations is discussed that helped 

the discourse of Shi'a to identify and stabilize itself as the most and first 

important minority within Islam. The paper consists of an introduction, 

two central parts and a final section. 
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Introduction 

One way to understand contemporary Shi�ism is via approaching its 

discursive roots in the eras of the Imams (from the 7th to the 10th 

centuries) mainly in the city of Medina. This approach provides us 

with a chance to distinguish a chain of contingencies led to the 

emergence of the historical Shi�ism. Even more, through a precise 

historical discursive analysis, one may distinguish nature of some 

hidden ıņĻĮĺĶŀĺ that historically shaped current circumstances in 

Najaf and Qom. 

This paper will examine two early Shiite central discourses in the 

era of the Imams: first Shi�a discourse (from the era of Imam Ali to 

the revenge movements after the tragedy of Ashura) and second Shi�a 

discourse (mostly in the era of Imam Sajjad and Sadiqain (Imams 

Baqir and Sadiq)). The first discourse, at least symbolically, can be 

linked to the city of Kufa and the land of Karbala, while the second 

discourse is associated with the jurisprudential role of the city of 

Medina as the discourse was formed mainly during the Sadiqain�s era. 

The former represented intrinsic Shiite orientation to politics, and the 

latter represented a historical attempt to identify Shi�a, based on its 

attention to �a special theological and jurisprudential knowledge�.  

The methodology used in this paper is discourse. As a well-known 

member of postmodern methodologies� family, it helped the paper to 

explain how the elements of a specific discourse are tied together in a 

way that, historically speaking, it has produced a precise piece of 

meaning inside the whole discourse. This methodology, as Michel 

Foucault's works show, also aims at discovering the archeological 

roots and genealogical background of different discourses. Using 

discourse methodology, hopefully, enables the study to take a step 

toward explaining relations between power and knowledge within 

different forms of the Shiite discourses.  
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From Kufa to Karbala: A discourse for political change 

The roots of a historical Shi�ism that led to the victory of the Islamic 

republic of Iran (founded in 1979) goes back to a discursive order in 

the early Shi�a history. This can be termed the �political discourse 

from the era of Imam Ali to the revenge movements after Ashura 

tragedy�.�This section of the paper explains this discourse in early 

Shi�a. 

The three first Shi'a Imams (Imam Ali, Imam Hasan and Imam 

Hussein) attempted to take part in politics. It means their presence in 

the public sphere was not limited to directing the community of 

Shiites but all people in the growing Islamic empire after the death of 

the Prophet.�Each of the three first Imams pursued this goal in 

accordance with the circumstances of their times.  

Imam Ali established a government that had a reformist approach 

and tried to change some previous jurisprudential and political 

procedures under� the three first caliphates before himself (Ibn Abil-Ḥadîd, 

vol. 11, p. 14: 1404 A.H).1 Imam Hasan signed a peace treaty with Mu'awiya 

under special conditions and on specific terms (Ibn aʻthm kûfî, Vol. 4, p. 290: 

1411 A.H),2 including the transfer of power from Mu'awiya to Ahlul-Bayt 

after his death. And Imam Hussein fought Yazid, son of Mu'awiya�
after it became clear that, in opposition to the previous peace treaty, 

the Umayyah government is going to continue (Ibn Aʻtham Kufi, Vol. 4, p. 339: 

                                                 
�����U´/¾O��r�¾��¶�´z½�«Æz©K�¶¾ª��´·³�,qL®h©K�×n½�°¾O�L·L²OK³�qL®g�Èª��Æ¾©�«Æz©K�L¸¾ª��º®�L��¨®h½�¯L¡³

º±´�®©K³�¹r�²©K�¬¸©Bz½³�,¬·r¾�³�qL�±ÁKA³�U´®©K�Èª��¬¸�½LP��Æ_q�¯´�OqA�¶OL_A�,�¹r/¢O�K´hP/�½�¯A�¬·r
�°/�¬·L/WA�¬[�¯L®ªy³�qo�´OA³�mKn�®©K³�r¾Ot©K�º�OqA�ÅK�¬¸²�¶�K´½�¬©�fP�B��¬¸gÆy�¬¸�³�¬¸y³Cq�È�ªh

hP�±�K´©L���¬·n}L²��¨¾ª©KÛ�©p¡³�º�OqA�ÅK�¬¸²�µ>L_�L®��¹³n�Û�º\©L\©K�ºª¾ª©K�È��. 

����� Þ6ÉK�nP��«n���°O��°O�¨�´±��µrPl��,º½³L��Èª��YqLh©K�°zh©K�º©L�®O��º½³L��¶©�§L����VPPgA�L�¨y��¶/©�§L����
º½³L��§L���,L�³r}�Û¾ª���r}A�¯A�¼±rA��§L���.�³r~©K�µp·�L³���º/½Å³�¶/©�¯A�Èª��rÁK�Kp·�Û¾©E�¬ªz�¶±E

Ún�O�°�rÁK�,�,§L®©K�V¾O�°�¬·qm��©A��Å?�ºz®k�º²y�¨¡�¼��¶©³�,wqL���qA�°�mr`OKqKm�]Krk�¶©�³
¡�wL²©K³?�¬¸ª���O�°�¬¸��O�¯´²��º½³L��§L����Û©o�Vª���n��. 
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1411 A.H).1 This war led to Imam Hussein�s martyrdom in Karbala. 

In all three of these approaches, Shi'i interests were pursued 

politically and in connection with the idea of changing the entire 

society. Indeed, political activism can be seen in these three periods�of 

Imamate and it�formed the common ground for the behavior of the 

first three imams. In all of them, one faces a situation associated with 

political change at the macro level of the society. Also, in all, Imams 

themselves are located at the center of different political forms of 

activism (A reformative government with the aim of changing the 

previous practices, signing a peace treaty to control the illegitimate 

power, and the brave and selfless uprising leads). These two features 

(focal role of Imams and political activism) formed the most important 

pillars of the first Shiite discourse.� 
The tragedy of Karbala�shows the most serious meaning of the 

presence of these two and represents the peak of this approach. During 

it, the concept of imamate, as the central and nodal point of being 

Shi�a, was targeted. 

What happened in Karbala led to the suppression of the Shi�a 

political activism in its worst possible way. Accordingly, Karbala 

should be seen as the boiling point for Shi�a. Obviously, no response 

could be expected from the Shiites except the desire for revenge on 

Shi�a enemies and in practice, various revenge movements took place, 

and different groups of Shiites formed rebellions (Ibn Kathîr, Vol. 8, p. 272: 

1407 A.H), (Ibn Saʻd, Vol. 6, p. 241: 1410 A.H), (Ibn Jowzi, Vol. 6, p. 60: 1412 A.H),  

                                                 
����n®h�ºÁ�r¾k�°�°¾zh©K�§L����K�q´®l©K�n½t½q´`�©��º½³L��§L����� Þ6ÉK�nP��LOA�Æ¸���L®©�µn²��Ur¡o�´©�Û±F�

L²zg�ÅE�Û²�r¡o�,°¾zh©K�§L����A�¶²�¶®ª�A�L�¼²�¬ª��¯E¨�¾ª��L±�º½³L��¶©�§L���,¶¾��§´�A�L®¾���� Þ6ÉK�n/P��L/OA��
�ÚCKn/�A�¬¸±F/��¶X�®/y�n/��L/�Û/²�K´�®z½�¯A�«L~©K�¨·A�qpgK³�Ûz�±�¼�� Þ6ÉK��WK³�Kn}Kq�Ûª·A�È©E��r�±K

Û¾OA�>Kn�A³�.� 
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(Dhahabî, Vol. 5, p. 48: 1987).1 However, these movements did not receive a 

strict support by Imam Sajjad, Imam Hussein�s son and the next Imam 

in Shi�a. (Masʻudî, Vol. 3, p. 74: 1363 A.P), (Balâdhurî, Vol. 6, p. 454, 1974), (Dhahabî, Vol. 

6, p. 436: 1987), (Beyhqî, Vol. 7, p. 248: 1405 A.H), (Ṭabarî, Vol.11, p. 630: 1967). The 

turbulent nature of the events at this time caused, despite the lack or 

limited support of the present Imam, a series of revengeful activities 

formed in the heart of political movements relying on the power of the 

sword. In fact, since the concept of revenge was very serious in the 

minds of the Shiites, Imam Sajjad's desire to avoid political activism 

did not seem to be enough to prevent�some part of the community.  

Some Shiite movements, whose primary purpose was revenge, 

quickly emerged. These movements tried to overthrow Yazid�s 

caliphate;�a great and far-reaching goal that the forces and strength of 

these movements were not enough to achieve. For this reason, it can 

be claimed that the strong desire for revenge was itself an existential 

threat to Shi'a. It was quite possible that�efforts by Shiite movements 

to eliminate its enemies had a reversal effect and, as a result of the 

spread of struggles, this could concentrate more waves of violence on 

the community of Shiites. Meanwhile, it should also be taken into 

account that before Karbala incident, Shi'a did not yet have a strong 

structure and was not organized as a specific minority. Neither its 

jurisprudence was separated from Sunnis, nor was its theological 

fundamentals capable enough to form a distinct line of differences 

with the majority of population in the Islamic world. The consequence 

of this situation was that Imam Sajjad's control over the Shiite group 

                                                 
�����KoE�¼/±E�n/®h�§?�³�r/�L±�xJ/O�,°¾/²?�>L¾gA�L¾±n©K�¼��¯´~®½�L²¾zg�K´ªX��LK´�A�ÚrX±�L²P±o�L�L/®¡�MKp/¡

XyA� Þ6ÉLO�È±L��,¬X±A�¼±´®X¾®y�N/©L��³�,¬¸²/��A�L/hq�³�,¬¸Or/�A�L�¾/y�¼/²ª�_�»p/6 ©K� Þ6É�n/®h©L��,¬¸¾/ª��°¾�
¬[�¬·´®z��,¬¸�g�¨¸_�°�§p½�¯A�³�,¬¸ªX��°�¨X�½�¯A� Þ6ÉK�Èª��L�g�¯L¡�¶±E�³�,¬¸�hO�L®IL��³�,¬·rW³��¬·´/�PWK

r~©K�³�«L��©K�¼©��¾z½�Å�¶±F��,¬·´ªX�W�ÈXg®©K�¼��°�È�±A�³�,¬¸²��qÁK�r¸�A�ÈXg�MK¬¸²�r��.� �
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was limited and difficult, unlike what happened in the later Imams� 

time. 
Considering what happened, it is conceivable to understand why 

Karbala played a central role in the Shiite developments and, 

accordingly, the early Shiite history should be divided into before and 

after that tragedy.�Indeed, Karbala was a turning point for a transfer 

from the first to the second Shi�a discourse.�With the formation of the 

second discourse in the city of Medina, new conditions for the Shiites 

emerged. The next section is dedicated to explain this discourse. 

Medina: A discourse for self-identification 

In this section of paper, we make an effort to illustrate another main 

mode of Shiite discourse - which is rooted in Imam Sajjad�s era and 

reaches its fullest development during the �Sadiqain era�, (namely the 

mid-8th century and the leadership of Imam Baqir and Imam Sadiq). 
This time was not only important for the Shiites, but also for the 

whole Muslim caliphate. it was the time of a great political change 

from the Umayyad caliphate (661-750) to the Abbasid caliphate (750-

1258). Politics at this period of time was harsh, unstable and rapidly 

changing. The hardness of time for the Shiites was even more serious 

than others. Specifically, a strong tendency between the Abbasids to 

use a chain of Shiite slogans for overthrowing the Umayyads (Ibn 

Khaldûn, Vol. 3, p. 218: 1988)
1 made the political environment dangerous and 

risky for followers of Sadiqain.  

Shiite discourse during the Sadiqain�s era, mostly concentrated in 

the city of Medina, reacted to this situation. Based on studying 

different layers of their reactions, one can identify hidden aspects of 

this discourse and detect its central historical feature: directing the 

                                                 
������ 6¼ª��°O�m³Km�§´�©�¼yL6P�©K�º�¾ªl©K�¬���eL6�z©K��½´O�«´½�º�´¢©K�rP²�Èª����¬¢¾/��¬/�½�¬/©�¶/±E�º�´¢©K�¨·A�L½

eL6�z©K�¼²�½�¬¢¾��¬IL�©K�Kp·�³�N©L��¼OA�°O� 6¼ª��ÅE�¬ªy�³�¶¾ª�� Þ6ÉK�Èª�� Þ6ÉK�§´yq�n�O�«LE��� �
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growing desire for political activism in Shi'a after Karbala in favor of 

intra-group concentration rather than an outside-oriented approach� 
This approach was realized in a discursive articulation that made it 

possible to transfer Shi'a from a political identity-based group of 

minority to a religious identity-based one. 

Indeed, Shiite discourse in Medina was able to organize this 

historical transition based on the establishment and expansion of the 

special new form of Shiite knowledge.�This knowledge contained both 

theological and jurisprudential concepts. It stabilized Shiites� 

independent identity as a minority inside the religion of Islam. It 

empowered Shi�a discourse to articulate itself as an important part of 

Islam and survive up to now.�This theological and jurisprudential 

aspect of knowledge was not in opposition to the Shi'a political 

attitudes in its previous phase, but rather gave them a new and 

refreshed meaning.�The goal was to keep the political activism in �the 

minds of Shiites� alive in a way not leading to a dangerous struggle in 

the �real world� outside the minds.  

The Shi�a discourse in Medina provided a sort of Shi�a theology 

and jurisprudence by which the meaning of being Shi'a was redefined 

and reformulated. To do this, it introduced several important concepts 

like Taqîya (Simulation), �Iṣmah (Infallibility), and Intizar (Waiting). 

The special articulation of these concepts together and around the 

central and crucial concept of Imamate formed a chain of implications 

and thoughts within the framework of this discourse that functioned in 

this way. In contrast to the last efforts of the previous discourse of 

Shi�a, focused on a sort of activism as a reaction to the tragedy of 

Karbala, the Shi�a discourse in Medina was not leading Shi�a toward 

"the final battle between good and evil"; rather, it led Shi�a toward a 

kind of preparation and readiness for this final battle �in the minds of 

Shiites�. In other words, this discourse did not focus on practical and 
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actual steps towards realizing the ultimate promised struggle; rather, it 

focused on systematic thinking and speaking about it.�Being engaged 

in such thinking and speaking on a daily basis, and not acting 

accordingly, enabled Shi�a to justify and strengthen its identity as a 

religious minority with some special radical aims to change the 

situation (without being really involved in a physical and real activism 

to make these desired changes happening in the real world outside the 

minds). Thus, it put this sect in a position of gradual stabilization and 

self-identification. The result was political quietism, or the act of 

withdrawal from political affairs, in Medina and during the Sadiqain 

era: a doctrine that reduced the practical struggle of the Shiites with 

the Sunnis and, at the same time, increased the group�s mental 

resistance to the Sunnis. 

An important question arises here: How did the Shi�a discourse in 

Medina succeed in forming this two-lawyer policy and then 

persuading its followers to adhere to it? - the followers who, because 

of the tragedy of Karbala, were keen on real revenge, and not on 

mental focus on the problem.�The answer lies in the important 

concepts used by Shi�a discourse of Sadiqain in Medina: Taqîya 

(pretending denial of religious belief and practice), �Iṣmah (infallibility 

of Imams)�and Inti ᓇƗ r (waiting for the last Imam as the Promised 

Savior). 
Before examining these three concepts, it is essential to pay 

attention to their position in the Shi�a discourse�of Medina. These 

concepts were articulated around the central concept of Imamate. In 

this way, they formed the Shiite understanding of the world within a 

special orbit of meanings. By participating in an articulation with the 

central concept of Imamate, they created a unique arrangement that 

resulted in a unique approach in Medina: political quietism of Shi�a at 

the time of presence of Imams. It can also be defined as practical 
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withdrawal from political affaires along with mental and ideological 

preparation for political intervention.�To understand this, it is needed 

to explain the implications and meanings of these three concepts in the 

Shiite Medina discourse. 

1. Intiẓâr 

Intiẓâr means waiting for a promised last Imam from the Prophet�s 

Ahlul-Bayt who is expected to bring justice to the world. According to 

some hadiths from the Prophet, the name of this great Imam is Mahdi; 

a man who will raise the flag of Islam again and will be able to bring 

back finally the religion of Islam into its right direction. The concept 

of Intiẓâr was formulated within the discourse of Medina in a special 

way. The tragedy of Karbala had made political activism popular and 

widespread in Shi�a. The concept of Intiẓâr played a vital role in 

guiding and channeling this strong tendency in Shi'ism towards a more 

subjective and mental approach, rather than an objective and actual 

one (Majlisî, Vol. 83, p. 62: 1403 A.H)
1� 

According to several hadiths, the advent of Imam Mahdi will lead 

to the final defeat of enemies of Shi�a, and�after that �He will fill the 

earth with fairness and justice as it was filled with oppression and 

injustice� (Sheikh Ṣadûq -Ibn Bâbiwayh-, p. 516: 1363 A.P).2 Also according to 

                                                 
��������O�Û¾©E�¼�Kn©K�Û¾P±�°OK�³�Û¾©´©�t`±A�³�Û/�ªk�È/ª��ÛX`g�³�ÚmLP��¼��Û²¾��³�Û�ªk�¼��Û²¾A�³�Û±oF

¬/¸©�fX/�K�³�¬·rP��³�¶OLh�A�´��³�ÚnP��r�±K�³�Úr�²O�µn½A�¬¸ª©K�µn�³�ÛWL¡rO�³�ÛWK´ª��¶¾ª���� 3Û7 ± 4n/3©� 7°/5
�Û©´yq�>Kn�A�³�ÛIKn�A�°�¶²¢A�³�¶_r��¨`��³�0Kr¾ 5�3±�0L±L�7ª 4y°¾®gKr©K�¬gqA�L½���U´/�m�n/��x¾/©�A�V/ª�

z�²©§?�q´²©�U´�m�§L��ÚKn��Vª�_�Û��¬�X/²®©K�³�¬¸�IL/y�³�n/®h���¯´/¢½�È/X�V/ª��¬¸IKn/�A�°/� Þ6ÉK�rB/O
°�>L}�KoE�§L��ÚKn�� Þ6ÉK�¼²ª�_�¶_³rk��r73 7ÁK� 3³� 4�7ª3l7 ©K� 4¶3©�����.� �

����±L��, ¾�� ±K´k�Kr_K� Þ6ÉK�¬��K�×r®z©K�n®h�°O�Èª��L½�r/K��®_L/��,«L½K�¶Xy�°¾O�³� ²¾O�L�V¾� ��³
�³�,µr/¡o�È©L/�W� Þ6ÉK�¯oK�n/�O�ÅK�q´/¸��Æ/��¶¾±L\©K�¶P¾�©K�V��³�n���, WL�³�n�O� L��«´�¾��ngK�È©K��´WÅ

�0Kq´_��qÅK�>ÆXK�³�M´ª�©K�µ´z��³�nÅK�§´��n�O� ©o.��È�mK�°®��ÅK�,µn·L~®©K�È�n½�°�ÈX�¾}�ÈWB¾y�³
�¨P��µn·L~®©KÅ³�,rX��MKp¡�´¸��¶h¾�©K�³�È±L¾�z©K�]³rk¬¾��©K�Èª�©K�Èª�©K� Þ6ÉLO�ÅK�§´�Å�³�§´g�.� �
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some other hadiths,�beginning of the era of �Mahdi� is expected at any 

moment (Nuʻmânî, p. 201: 1422 A.H).1  
Based on a significant number of these hadiths that were presented 

by the Imams during the Sadiqain era, a special understanding of 

Intiẓâr was formed. Therefore, the important religious duty of the 

Shiites was defined to stay ready on a daily basis for that great 

moment. In this way, this religious task, which had a mental aspect, 

replaced external possible acts to fight against Shiite enemies. In other 

words, the Shiites, based on commitment to the concept of Intiẓâr, 

accepted, in practice, the necessity of withdrawal from political 

struggles, while mentally and spiritually, to keeping themselves ready 

and prepared for the return of the last hidden Imam.  

2. Taqîya 

Another important concept in the Shi�a discourse during the 

Sadiqain era in Medina was Taqîya. Taqîya can be defined as 

purposefully lying or misrepresenting your beliefs when your life is at 

risk. Imams not only asked their followers to practice in accordance 

with the doctrine of Taqîya, but also strongly condemned those 

followers who do not respect it� Through this coherent approach by the 

Imams after the martyrdom of Imam Hussein, �Taqîya became an 

important part of Shi�a�(Kuleynî, Vol. 2, p. 217: 1388 A.P).�2 It helped Shi�a to 

survive�as a minority under pressure in its most difficult time.  
                                                 

����r��_�¼OA�°�ņ§L��,��§L���¶©�Vª�ņ��§L���.¼²�³A��� Þ6ÉK�Ç´�XO�Û¾�³A�,�>L/®·m�¼/��n/��W³�Û/X¾O�«tªW�¯A³
H}�È©E�Å³�H}�Èª��K´z¾©�¬¸±F��L²�]qK´l©K³�ÚL½E�³�wL²©K�>ÅD·�,²P©�¯A�¬ª�K³�wL/²©K��¾�X/z½�Å�L¢ª�º¾A�¼

�¯A¶�mrW�,V¾P©K�¨·A�L²�>L~½�°®©� Þ6ÉK�L·Å³�U>L_�KoE�º©³m��h©K�¨·Á�¯A³�,�¼��L±n²��¯L¡�¬¢²�L¸¡qmA�°®�
Èª�ÁK�«L²z©K�,¶©�qLk�Û©o�¨P�� Þ6ÉK�¶�P��¯E³�,�¬¸X�r/��ÅE�L/²½m�t/�W�³A�L®¾/����n/W�ºOL/���«´�W�Å�¶±A�¬ª�K³

�«´�W�ÈXg�º¾ªP©K³�º¾²®©K� Þ6ÉK�§´/yq��/�Kqn/O�K³n¸/}�ºOL����§?³�¶/¾ª�� Þ6ÉK�Èª/���¬¸ª¾/X��ÇqK´/½�Å�,��/�r½�Å³
¬¸�½r��,�¬¸h½r_�»³Kn½�Å³��Vª���§L��.¬·�°��º¢IÆ®©K.�� �
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Here is a significant question about the possibility of approaching 

Taqîya in Shi�a. One can ask how Shi�a discourse in Medina could use 

Taqîya as a tool to protect the community. The question is related to 

the point that Taqîya can be seen as the acceptance of duplicity which 

appeared to be incompatible with a believer�s righteousness and 

�taqwâ� (i.e. piety).�The answer is that within the Shi'a discourse in this 

politically hazardous time, mentality had gained more importance that 

the real and external positions. In fact, for Shiite of the era of 

Sadiqain, mental loyalty was considered to be an internal belief rather 

than an external behavior. For them, more than anything else, it was 

vital to believe by heart. It meant this belief in so many occasions, 

particularly in dangerous situations, would not come to practice. This 

mental �faith� ensured Shi�a to survive, while the believers were 

supposed to systematically keep a safe distance with those dangerous 

actions in the real world that could possibly create a difficult situation 

for the group as a whole.�Therefore, Taqiya, like Intiẓâr, reinforced 

the desire for political quietism and subjectivism in Shi'a instead of 

political activism and objectivism. 

3. �Iṣmah 

There is a question to be asked: how did the Imams succeed in 

persuading their followers to think in one way and act in a different 

way? The answer can be found in referring to function of another 

important concept in this discourse: �Iṣmah or Infallibility of Imams. 

�Iṣmah is the immunity of Imams from committing sin or doing 

wrong actions. Based on the Shi�a doctrine of �Iṣmah, whatever 

Imams do or ask their followers to do is, and should be seen, 

absolutely, unconditionally and unquestionably correct. Therefore, 

both hadiths and practices of infallible Imams are considered as 

sources with the highest possible and imaginable level of an ultimate 

credit. As the doctrine of �Iṣmah describes, this holistic credit is 
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needed for conveying the messages of God and �protecting the 

religion� on the face of earth. Due to the infallibility of Imams, it was 

considered absolutely essential for all their Shiite followers to obey 

them without doubts about the validity of these teachings�(Ḥurr ʻÂmilî, Vol. 

27, p. 62: 1414 A.H).1�This concept played an important role in shaping the 

Shi�a discourse as it stabilized Imam's centrality and supremacy in the 

structure of the Shi'a pyramid and led to the unconditional acceptance 

of their policies as sacred and religious duties of their followers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The three mentioned concepts (Intiẓâr, Taqîya and �Iṣmah) gave a 

special meaning to Imamate. This process realized within theoretical 

disciplines of Shiite jurisprudence and theology.�More specifically, the 

Shiite theology, or ʿIlm al-Kalâm, that provided a theoretical and 

philosophical context for approaching these concepts (Sharîf Murtiḍa -ʻAlam 
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al-Hudâ-, Vol. 1, p. 289: 1410 A.H), (Majlisî, Vol. 10, p. 451: 1403 A.H)
1 and the Shiite 

jurisprudence, or 'Ilm al-Fiqh, that created a religious and ritual 

mechanism, led to the implementation of these concepts in the Shiite 

lifestyle�(Ḥurr ʻÂmilî, Vol. 27, p. 62: 1414 A.H).ă In other word, jurisprudential 

mechanisms and theological contexts developed a special Shi'i 

language within which three important concepts of Taqîya, �Iṣmah 

and Intiẓâr helped Shi�a discourse, as a group of minority, to 

overcome a chain of crises in the critical transition time from the era 

of Umayyads to the era of Abbasids.  

In surface, this language avoided to be about politics, but it was 

deeply political in its institution. It tried to find a new battleground for 

fighting Shiite enemies. This new battleground was in the minds of the 

Shiites�instead of the physical battlefields in which man can only use 

his sword�(Sheikh Ṣadûq -Ibn Bâbweyh-, Vol. 2, p. 467: 1966).3�In this way, the 

Shiites, in the most difficult time, found a unique advantage for 

survival and even development: the continuous strengthening of their 

identity as components of a coherent group of  minority in a situation 
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where others were engaged in harsh and physical conflicts. 
In this framework, one can see how the Shiite knowledge, that 

emerged in the city of Medina and during the time of Sadiqain, raised 

via an articulation of these notions together and with the centrality of 

the notion of Imamate as its nodal point. This special knowledge not 

only gave this group a theological and jurisprudential distinctiveness, 

but more or less established its position in the Islamic society of that 

time as a distinct minority. In fact, with the spread of theological and 

jurisprudential achievements of the Shiites during the time of Sadiqain 

in Medina, a more stable identity of the Shi'a was formed in the 

society, and it became possible for it to continue as a religious group 

with its special distinctiveness. 

The emergence of this central discourse in Shi'a was due to the 

continued presence of Shi'i Imams in the city of Medina and the 

formation of a special Shiite jurisprudential school in that city. The 

advent of the city of Medina as a cradle for Shi'i knowledge in the era 

of the Imams was related to the capabilities of this city in the field of 

Hadith and its related knowledge too. The Medina Hadith School, as a 

significant tradition in the early centuries of Islam, was representing a 

chain of continuous efforts almost from the time of the Prophet of 

Islam until the second and third centuries of Islam. The Shiites used 

this thriving hadith atmosphere to grow their independent identity 

under the authority of the Sadiqain and other Imams in Medina and to 

form Shi'a as a separate school of thought along with other schools in 

that city.�In this way, Medina during the Sadiqain�s era found vital 

importance in relation to the establishment of a new basement for 

Shi�a. 

The presence of Shi�a discourses in our time 

The distinguishing characteristic of Shi�a in Medina during the 

Sadiqain�s era was in its more quietist approach toward politics and its 
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requirements while the distinguishing characteristic of Shi�a in Kufa 

and Karbala during the era of first three imams was its approach to 

creating a massive political change across the Muslim world. 

According to this, the first Shi�a was political-based and the second 

one was based on knowledge� In other words, politics was the 

mechanism of social transformation in the first Shiite discourse, while 

knowledge was the mechanism for expanding intra-group identity in 

the second Shi�a discourse.  

Shi�a could, via Sadiqain�s era, provide some sort of religious 

knowledge basis that led to the promotion of its possibilities for 

continuity and stability. Indeed, from a historical viewpoint, Shi�a was 

mainly influenced by the Sadiqain knowledge-based discourse of 

Medina.  
Today�s seminary of Najaf can be described as a result of the 

development of that discourse. However, during the supremacy of 

Sadiqain discourse, the potential for a more political discourse was 

always possible. The success of Islamic revolution, in an important 

sense of the word, demonstrates the fullest realization of Shiite 

resistance to the Sadiqain discourse of Medina. The city of Qom is a 

definitive representative of this type of jurisprudential approach in 

contemporary Shi�a 
It is interesting that Najaf's discourse regarding the post-Sadiqain 

atmosphere, with these history-making efforts, reaches its historical 

end and paves the way for Qom's approach in its systematic attention 

to the establishment of a religious government. 
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